
16.11.2016                                   My response on Mr. Scholtz’s  rejection

On  Mr. Sholtz’s  rejection , save our environment, plants, greenery , nature and  fynbos  I report as
follows.

1. Mr. Scholtz  letter focused  strongly on the “specialized pioneer plants”   which must be
protected.  This is however evident from our  reports that it is our intent to save plants.
However  it is difficult for me to understand  how self interest  could not play a role in Mr
Scoltz’s letter. Attached is a photo I took this morning showing the walkway erected by
Pansy Cove of which Mr. Scholtz is a owner. It clearly show how plants were destroyed and a
foot path on each side of the walkway were created by walking in the sand i.s.o. on the
walkway. It caused an  up to 10m wide strip cleaned from vegetation. Also on the photo a
storm water pipe coming from Pansy Cove can be seen, running out on the dune! On top of
the walkway some plants from the Karoo was planted to beautify Pansy Cove’s image.
Also  from my photo’s it can clearly be  seen that the top portion of the Dune are covered
with mainly “rooi pitjie bush”
I find it strange to make a plea  to save our environment in such an exaggerated way, if it is
find acceptable not to complain or make mention about the way in which environment is
used  when it comes to own benefit.

2. The statement that the whole dune will have to be removed  is not correct. Instead it will be
protected  as no walk through across the dune  will be possible. Houses will be built on stilts
supported by hand  excavated foundations. My photo attached show the damage across the
dune by pedestrians on the Eastern side of our property, which will not be possible once our
houses  are  built. We  ourselves will not have access to the dune in front of our houses .

3. The statement that the Dune protects their property from water intrusion and that damage
to their properties can occur because of our houses being built, needs to be evaluated
against the fact that the dunes  will not be removed, but that our houses will even give them
further protection.

4. The bird life will not be harmed as the sea birds harvest on the beach front in the 25m zone.
Pheasants  on the other hand thrives and find cover even in populated areas.

5. The building line is 25m from the high water mark,  The ground level at the lowest points at
our building line is  2.5m above  sea level, high water mark.  The stilts at this point  to the
lower floor level is about  from 2m higher up.

6. The statement that the water reaches the 3rd step of the walkway  is not accepted by me as I
can find no proof that water  ever reach this point,  because of plastic, vegetation and other
evidence . Even should water ever reaches this point, it would be meters lower than our
buildings.
Valuation of Pansy Cove properties  can not be affected by “damage” to  our properties.
It appears that every effort is made to prevent our development to  take place, merely
because of other reasons.
It must be stated that every effort was made through the Pansy  Cove body corporate to
arrange a meeting with the owners without any  success, even after  some Pansy Cove
owners  were dissatisfied with the lack of cooperation from their trustees to assist us in
arranging such a meeting.

Your sincerely.
Jan Ellis
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Walk path through dune.


